We give the maximums and the minimums of a class of overall survival functions in case where marginal distributions are fixed. The theory of copula, especially, the Fréchet Hoeffding upper and lower bounds play a crucial role. We also give an application to the education system in case where marginal distributions are Weibull distributions. In particular, we discuss at least how many new employees per an expert we need to transmit technology in Japan. Our result can be applied to any country with social data.
Introduction
The survival data analysis plays a crucial role in the study of times when a life dies and when a machine breaks down ( [4] ). In the statistical modelling of these times, a nonnegative random variable X is considered and is called the failure time or lifetime. The survival function S X (t) (t ≥ 0) of X is defined as follows: S X (t) = P (X > t) = 1 − F X (t) (t ≥ 0), (1.1) where F X (t) denotes the distribution function of X (In this paper we use the same notation P for different probability measures if it is not confusing). If X has a probability density function f X , that is, P (X ≤ t) = t 0 f X (s)ds, the momentary failure probability at time t is called the hazard rate and is given by h X (t) = lim δt↓0 P (t < X ≤ t + δt|X > t) δt = f X (t) S X (t) , dt − a.e.
(
1.2)
If we study the time when a person quits job, S X (t) denotes the probability that a person does not quit until time t. If we study the time when a machine breaks down, S X (t) denotes the probability that a machine does not break down until time t. The Weibull distribution is often considered as a distribution of the failure time. The probability density function can be written as follows, using positive parameters λ, α:
3)
The survival function and the hazard rate are the following:
S(t, λ, α) = exp(−λt α ), h(t, λ, α) = αλt α−1
(t > 0). (1.4)
If α = 1, then the Weibull distribution is the exponential distribution and has a constant hazard rate. A possibility of breakdown is considered to be independent of time t. If 0 < α < 1, then the hazard rate is strictly decreasing and the possibility of breakdown is considered to be strictly decreasing in time. If α > 1, then the hazard rate is strictly increasing and the possibility of breakdown is considered to be strictly increasing in time.
If a company can not lose any employees not to fail, then the failure time of the company is the minimum of the time when each employee quits the company. They would like to maximize the probability that the failure time is larger than time t for a retirement time t > 0. To avoid the worst case, they would also like to know when this probability attains the minimum. If a system of machine breaks down if one of machines does, then the failure time of the system is the minimum of that of each machine. To study these phenomena, we consider the so-called overall survival function (see e.g. [3] ). Let n ≥ 2 and X 1 , · · · , X n be real random variables. The overall survival function of X 1 , · · · , X n is S min(X 1 ,···,Xn) (t), i.e., 
(1.5)
If a company only needs at least one employee not to fail, then the failure time of the company is the maximum of the time when each employee quits the company. If a system of machine breaks down only if all the machines do, then the failure time of the system is the maximum of that of each machine. To study these phenomena, we consider the survival function of max(X 1 , · · · , X n ), i.e.,
(1.6)
The following implies the relation between S min(X 1 ,···,Xn) (t) and the distribution function of −X 1 , · · · , −X n and that between S max(X 1 ,···,Xn) (t) and the distribution function of X 1 , · · · , X n , respectively.
(1.9)
In (1.5), if X 1 denotes the failure time of a branch office with m(≥ 2) employees, instead of the time when an employee quits the company, and if the branch office needs at least one employee, then the failure time X 1 is the maximum of that of each employee. If X 1 denotes the failure time of a machine which consists of m(≥ 2) parts and breaks down only if all the parts do, then the failure time X 1 is the maximum of that of each part. Let Y 1 , · · · , Y m be real random variables. As the survival function, we consider the survival function
(1.10)
In (1.6), if X 1 denotes the failure time of a branch office with m(≥ 2) employees and if the branch office needs all employees, then the failure time X 1 is the minimum of that of each employee. If X 1 denotes the failure time of a machine which consists of m(≥ 2) parts and breaks down if one of parts does, then the failure time X 1 is the minimum of that of each part. As the survival function, we consider the survival function In section 2 we give the maximums and the minimums of (1.10)-(1.11) in case where the marginal distributions P (
−1 are fixed. If m = 1, then Y 1 = X 1 and (1.10)-(1.11) are equivalent to (1.5)-(1.6).
Throughout this paper, the crucial role is played by the theory of copula by A. Sklar (see [8] ). A class of copulas has been widely made use of in the survival analysis (see e.g. [3, 7] ). We briefly describe the definition and the basic property of copula. Definition 1.1 (see e.g. [5, 6, 8, 9] 
n and if
Theorem 1.1 (see e.g. [5, 6, 8, 9] ) Let n ≥ 2 and C be an n-copula. Then the following holds.
(1.12) C n,U is an n-copula. C n,L is an n-copula if and only if n = 2.
(ii) For distribution functions where |A| denotes the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set A and F −1 (r) := inf{y ∈ R|F (y) ≥ r} (0 < r < 1) for a distribution function F on R. In the study of the maximum of S min(X 1 ,···,Xn) (t), the Fréchet Hoeffding upper bound C n,U plays a crucial role. Even in case n = 2, the association of X 1 and X 2 for which S min(X 1 ,X 2 ) (t) attains the maximum is not determined uniquely (see [2] ). In the study of the minimum of S min(X 1 ,···,Xn) (t), the Fréchet Hoeffding lower bound C n,L plays a crucial role. Since C n,L is an n-copula if and only if n = 2, the importance of C n,L is not known that much if n > 2. In this paper we make use of the fact that for distribution functions
In section 2 we state our main result which will be proved in section 3. In section 4 we consider the application to the education system. We show at least how many new employees we need to transmit technology in Japan.
Maximums and minimums of survival functions
Let m ≥ 1, n ≥ 2 and Y 1 , · · ·, Y m , X 2 , · · ·, X n be real random variables. In this section we give the maximums and the minimums of the survival functions
in case where the probability distributions P (
−1 are fixed. We do not assume that random variables are nonnegative and define the survival functions on the whole real line. 
In particular, We state our main result.
Here the equality holds if Suppose, in addition, that
Here the equality holds if
where
we have the following from Theorem 2.2.
From (2.10), we have
are continuous and that
(2.12)
Proof of main result
In this section we prove our main result. We give lemmas to prove Theorem 2.1. The following can be easily shown and we omit the proof. (Proof) For u ∈ (0, 1), since F X (·) is continuous,
Hence, since F Y (·) is continuous,
3) (Proof of Theorem 2.1) First we prove (2.3) and that P (φ Z,i )
It holds in case where n = 1, 2 from Lemma
which is continuous in x. In particular,
is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] from Lemma 3.1, (ii), from which F Z k+1 is the distribution function of φ Z,k+1 . From the assumption of induction,
We prove the last equality in (2.2) by induction. This is true for i = 1. Suppose that this is true for i ≤ k. Then, from Lemma 3.2, 
Here, we used the continuity of F max(Φ Z,1 ,···,Φ Z,k ) (·). Indeed, for x ∈ R, from the assumption of induction, (2.3) and the continuity of
For x ∈ R,
which completes the proof of (2.
2). (3.7) implies (2.4). Lemma 3.1, (ii)-(iii) completes the proof (QED).
We give technical lemmas to prove our main result. From (1.7) and Theorem 1.1, we have the following of which the proof is omitted. 
Next we consider the minimum of the survival function of min(Z 1 , · · · , Z k ). From (1.7), Theorem 1.1 and (2.3), we have the following of which the proof is omitted. We also give the maximum and the minimum of the survival function of max(Z 1 , · · · , Z k ). From Theorem 1.1 and (2.4) , we have the following of which the proof is omitted.
Lemma 3.5 Let k ≥ 2 and Z 1 , · · · , Z k be real random variables. Then the following holds: for x ∈ R, 
(3.14) 
Here, the equality holds in the second inequality if
is continuous, the equality holds in (3.15) if
s. from Lemma 3.1, (iii), the proof is over (QED). (Proof of Corollary 2.1) First we prove (2.10). From (2.9) and Theorem 2.2,
, then from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3,
since F max(Y 1 ,···,Ym) (·) is continuous from (2.4). This together with (2.4) implies (2.10).
We prove (2.11). From Theorem 2.2, 
We give an example to explain that it is not easy to generalize our result. (3.20) Here, the equality holds if
from which we have 
Application
In this section we give an application of the result in section 2. For λ i , α i > 0, (Proof) We only prove (i) since (ii) can be proved in the same way. Suppose that f m (t) ≥ 0 and that X 2 > t. Then, from (4.3), 4) which implies that X 1 > t (QED). One can easily obtain the following of which the proof is omitted.
Then there exists a unique t 0,m such that f m (t) ≥ 0 (0 ≤ t ≤ t 0,m ) and f m (t) ≤ 0 (t 0,m ≤ t). (iii) Suppose that α 1 < α 2 . Then
where the equality holds if and only if t = (
This together with Proposition 4.1 implies
We consider the education system. Let Y 1 , · · · , Y m and X denote the time when students quit and the time when a teacher does, respectively. Suppose that a teacher only has to make one of students complete the education system. For this purpose, one has to construct the system so that one can maximize the survival function S min(max(Y 1 ,···,Ym),X) (t) in case where the marginal distributions P (Y 1 ) −1 , · · · , P (Y m ) −1 and P X −1 are fixed. Let T > 0 denote the time to complete the education system. Consider two policies:
(Policy 1;T) Make every effort so that a student does not quit until time T , (Policy 2;T) Make every effort so that a teacher does not quit until time T .
From Proposition 4.2, we have 
